EASI Lab

EASI Lab : what is it ?

Excellence of Administration by Simplification and
Innovation
In other words the objective of EASI Lab is to improve and empower
our processes in order to increase the service quality and the
efficiency of our activity in terms of resources, image, user
experience and security
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Staff

Users

Improve the quality of work life by
modernising the tools and
decreasing the non value added
tasks

Provide services of equal quality
Speed up and aim for zero defects
in the processing of their demands

University
Improve the management capability
and maximise the resources

EASI Lab’s key figures
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1

Innovation lab where we redesign the work processes
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Universities sharing their competences and resources to
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M€ over 4 years invested by the government with Bordeaux
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Projects for proving the lab concept (financial agreements –

and modernise our information systems

solve common problems

university to boost our transformation (700M€ overall)

elections – HR digitalization – shared service centers – recruitment)

EASI Lab : a real paradigme shift

Initial situation

EASI Lab

The idea of EASI lab is born from the observation that we were trying to
solve the same problems each from our side…
So we decided with Aix-Marseille, Strasbourg, Sorbonne and Bordeaux to
work together, share our competences and resources to solve those
problems
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EASI Lab’s philosophy
3 principles which are simple but not that common between
potentially competing universities
To be focused on what we have in common rather than our
differences to allow a real qualitative leap

To be in a attitude of trust to each other

To be ready to invest time and energy on this common project as
well as on our own projects
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EASI Lab’s methodologies and support
The 5 projects will be implemented FOR and WITH the agents and users (students, teachers,
researchers, staff), associated to each phase :

The choice of the projects was based on feedback (user surveys, collaborative workshops,
quality of life at work surveys)
The measure, analysis and process improvement phases will be held with stakeholders in the
four partner universities
The implementation of the solutions will be done in collaboration with users and staff

EASI Lab will offer universities full support throughout the projects :
Methodological support during the processes’ improvement phase
Technical support in the choice of the digital solutions and management of providers
Change support during the implementation phase (organisational consulting, management
support)
Training for the staff on the tools and methods used on the projects (lean 6 sigma, creativity /
agility methods)
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Organisational
challenges

U25 strategic
plan

INSTITUTIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS
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With 4 priorities and leverages for staff
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Our major organisational challenges
Reconcile “quality and transformational challenges” with “sustainability requirements”
In a context of constrained resources, we have to free up room for manoeuvre to enable us to
develop new projects and provide a better quality of services
by improving and digitalizing our processes (see EASI Lab approach) and make our
organisations more agile and efficient
by developing a real forward-looking approach to workforce and skills management

by constantly monitoring the financial sustainability of each of our decisions
One of the key factor for success will be our ability to work better together, by embodying
concretely the values of solidarity and creativity
put human capital and staff empowerment in the heart and create the conditions for greater
collective intelligence

provide a « made-to-measure » and context-adapted assistance with a wide-range of internal
consultant and expert profiles : change management, leadership empowerment, individual
and collective coaching, strategic programs and operational projects monitoring, risk
management, lean management, design thinking …
support our education colleges and research departments to enable them to develop their
sector strategy, optimise their organisation and improve their performance
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